Wind power time series usually show complex dynamics mainly due to nonlinearities related to the wind physics and the power transformation process in wind farms. This article provides an approach to the incorporation of observed local variables (wind speed and direction) to model some of these effects by means of statistical models. To this end, a benchmarking between two different families of varying-coefficient models (regime-switching and conditional parametric models) is carried out. The case of the offshore wind farm of Horns Rev in Denmark has been considered. The analysis is focused on one-step ahead forecasting and a time series resolution of 10 minutes. It has been found that the local wind direction contributes to model some features of the prevailing winds, such as the impact of the wind direction on the wind variability, whereas the non-linearities related to the power transfor- * Corresponding author:
To the authors' knowledge, there is relatively little research concerning regime-switching models and conditional parametric models that take into 69 account on-line available data such as local wind speed and direction. Thus, 70 in this article we propose a benchmark between the two mentioned families 71 of models (regime-switching and conditional parametric models) in order to 72 clarify how this information can be added so as to model specific features 73 of the wind power time series dynamics. Three reference models are also 74 considered: Persistence, linear AR and MSAR models. Table 1 summarizes 75 different regime-switching and conditional parametric models reviewed in the 76 literature, as well as those considered in this study.
77
The paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 a theoretical descrip-
78
tion of the models considered in this article is presented. In Section 3 the 79 database of the case study is described, the offshore wind farm of Horns Rev.
80
The application of the models are detailed in Section 4, organized in four Results are presented and discussed in Section 5. Finally, the main findings 85 of the article are summarized in Section 6. 86 
Theoretical description of the models

87
From now, {y t }, t = 1, ..., N represents a discrete time series with N 88 observations of averaged wind power production. {x t }, x t ∈ R, t = 1, ..., N 89 is a discrete time series with N observations of a certain exogenous variable. considered, thus, k = 1. Moreover, the white noise is assumed to follow a 102 centred Gaussian distribution with standard deviation σ, i.e., ε t ∼ N (0, σ 2 ).
103
Hence, a certain model forecasts the value y t , denoted withŷ, as follows:
where E(a|b) represents the expectation of the statistical variable a given b.
105
In order to estimate the set of parameters of a statistical model, Θ, the 106 minimisation problem given by Eq. (3) has to be considered along with a 107 score function. In this work we use the quadratic error function of Eq. (4) 108 evaluated over a set of historical data (training-set) with N train samples.
In the following subsections, the linear reference models are described first 
In this case, given a certain order p, the set of parameters Θ gathers the 124 p + 1 AR coefficients. This set will be noted as Θ AR(p)
Since varying-coefficient models proposed in this article are obtained by 
As an example, Figure 1 
When no regimes are considered, both forms are equivalent by considering given by:
With the mentioned hypothesis, the implementation of a TARSO model
179
gives rise to three questions: (i) what is the number, r, of regimes considered,
180
(ii) what is the optimal value for the set of thresholds l = {l 0 , . given by:
A central point is how to define the coefficient-functions θ i (x t−1 ). the optimal models would dramatically change from one month to another.
236
In any case, the optimisation of the models taking into account seasonal percentage of Improvement Over Persistence (IoP), defined as follows:
where P N is the rated power of the wind farm and NRMSE 0 is the NRMSE period. Then, the evaluation of the trained models over the validation-set 265 allowed the optimal value of p = 3 to be identified. 
The estimation of this model provides specific values for Θ AR(p) and 295 NRMSE, related to α 0 . Figure 2 illustrates the dependence of α 0 on θ AR(p) fact suggests a low number of regimes to be considered a priori.
310
The TARSO model was introduced in Eq. (11). In this particular case,
311
regime thresholds l will be related to wind direction sectors as follows: let 
329
The TARSO(wd) model that showed the best performance in the validation- The regimes were given by:
4.2.3. CPARX models based on a wind direction criterion: CPARX(wd)
333
The description of CPARX models in Subsection 2.4 highlights that the 334 crucial point is how to define the coefficients as a function of a certain exoge-335 nous variable. Considering the previous preliminary analysis, a sinus-shaped 336 dependence is proposed: 
TARSO models based on a wind speed criterion: TARSO(ws)
370
The prior analysis reveals that a regime-switching model can be imple-371 mented in order to catch different predictability levels, though a low regimes 372 number is suggested from Figure 6 . In this case, the optimisation process 373 considers the threshold values, l, as parameters to be estimated. Then, for a 374 certain number of regimes, r, and the AR order p, the set of parameters to 375 estimate is given by:
Θ T ARSO is estimated by means of a numerical algorithm based on the 377 criterion given by Eq. (3). Two and three regimes have been proposed 378 with AR orders going from 1 to 5. In all the cases, the AR(3) showed 379 the best performance in the validation-set (see Figure 7) . Furthermore, the 380 two-regimes model was slightly better than the three-regimes one. On the other hand, considering three regimes leads to a division clearly based 392 on the slope of the power curve: two regimes for the two flat regions (for low 393 and high wind speeds) and a third one for the steep part.
394
The TARSO(ws) model with best generalisation capabilities was: The regimes were given by: does not seem to be accurate for low and high wind speeds, Figure 6 reveals 401 that it is the case for a substantial part of the wind speed range. 
The set of parameters to be estimated is Θ CP ARX = {a 0 , ..., a p , b 0 , ..., b p , c 0 , ..., c p , φ 0 }.
421
In this case, the best model obtained was for an AR order of p = 4. The 
Results
426
This section gathers the results obtained over the test-set, when the op-
427
timal parametrisation of each model obtained in Section 4 is considered.
428
Globally, the improvements over Persistence ranged from almost 4% to 429 more than 5.5% (see Fig. 11 ). This represents a good performance, since Per- and linear AR models.
438
The models taking into account exogenous variables overcome the refer- 
458
In general, the models that took into account the wind direction at-459 tained slightly better results that those including the wind speed. This 460 was also found when considering the results depicted monthly (Tables 2 and   461 3), the only exception being the month of January. However, in both a globally and a monthly basis, the best performance was clearly attained by 
466
This finding is particularly significant as it supports the notion that each 467 explanatory variable gives information about effects of a different nature. was likely to be related to synoptic conditions rather than microscale effects.
494
However, microscale effect could become predominant in other study cases.
495
Modelling the influence of the local wind direction in wind farms located in were also obtained. Table 3 : IoP depicted monthly. The two highest values in each column are given in bold fonts. The overall results are gathered in Figure 11 
